
Creative Flutist Classes July 2020 
With Jennifer Keeney

Day 1 
• Greetings 
• Readings 

• John O’Donohue ~  Blessings (Beginnings) 
• Anders Ericsson  ~ Peak (He was the person who researched and developed 

how to be an expert at anything, how we learn and how the brain works…  with 
ideas like “chunking” and Purposeful/Deliberate/Creative Practice. 

• Read Top 10 Practice & 12 Mindful by J. Keeney 

Sound (read Sound Check by Jennifer Keeney) 
• Mind ~ Body ~ Breath/Spirit ~ Flute ~ Music 

1. Organized (organic, natural)  
2. Intentional (choice vs. chance) 
3. Energized, enlivened, engaged 

 Body = Resonator.   Flute = Vibrator.    Breath = Power Source   
 PLUG Into your SOURCE! 

• Air 1st 
1. Flowing (moving, spirited, alive, buoyant, dynamic) 
2. Free (not held, released, resonant, clearing the way for air to be free, both inside 

& out) 
3. Feeling (connected to air/breath, kinesthetically, lungs &ribs moving, air inside 

& out) 
4. Forward (all the way through the body into the flute, feel all through mouth and 

over and under tongue) 
5. Fully (length & width of airstream/column and body, “wide & windy”,“oceanic”) 

• Tracking 
1. Airstream 
2. Angle 
3. Speed 
4. Pressure/Support 
5. Volume/Dynamic 

• Articulation 
1. Articulation is made with the “air & abs”  - ha ha ha- effort & release  
2. The tongue refines the start, releasing the air at the beginning of a sound. 
3. Release any tension or tightness in your tongue and jaw. Soft, wide and a bit 

lower in back… ahh or ahhh oh,  your jaw free, or try lalala 
4. Target the Placement of your tongue (more forward creates a faster clearer 

airstream) & then rebound back to #3. 
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Creative, Purposeful, Deliberate & Playful Practicing 
Top 10 

12 Mindful 
10 things to consider in each Etude 

Etude #1 ~ Caprice #3 by Karg - Elert in F Major 
1. Listen to a recording and/or Ms. K playing  

1. Amy Porter, from her Karg- Elert DVD 
2. Jennifer Keeney 

 3. Shauna Kay Thompson (she selected the etudes) 
 4. Your favorite other recordings 
 5. Yourself! Record yourself and listen to it. :-)  
2. Warm up with F Major Roller Coaster & Moyse triplets on Low F, Low E, Low C - focus 

on low & middle register. Use “Sound Check” concepts in your warm ups. 
3. Play F Major, D minor Harmonic, and G minor harmonic Scales… practice in the Style 

of this etude! So include articulations, and accents. Feel them in your breath.  
4. Style, Baroque & Modern— practicing the Style on every note and phrase 
5. Metronome Motivation, Metronome on 8ths- - Chunking, chunking, chunking! 
6. Breathing and Phra-sing go together! Find your phrase. What kind of air does it need to 

bring it to life? Practice that in a variety of ways. 
7. Practice Like Elements all together. This chinking helps you to really know what you 

want to create, and your ear to decide artistically and your body to know how to do it. 
 1. Mordents & Trills 
 2. Accents 
 3. Large Intervals 
 4. Lyrical lines, 16ths 
 5. Piano dynamic parts 
 6. Forte dynamic parts 
 7. Accents to Lyrical 
 8. Phrase by phrase 
 9. Linking them together 

Etude #2 ~ Romanza Op. 21, #10 by Andersen, in C# minor 
1. Listen to a recording. 

1. Jonathan Keeble 
2. Jennifer Keeney 
3. Shauna Kay Thompson (she selected the etudes and on Friday will release 

videos) 
4. Favorite other and YOURSELF - record yourself and listen. 
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2. C# Harmonic and Harmonic Series starting on f down to low c# 
3. C# minor scales, G# harmonic scales, Chromatics, 3rds (galway) C# minor 
4. Long Tones in 6+6 (use sound check concepts) 
5. Intonation, listen & look at tuner and drones 
6. 16ths: Precision and Flow rhythms, Sing & play, Flutter, use harmonics, double up… 
7. Metronome on while practicing chunking and phrases (yes there is rubato and we will 

sing that and practice finding your natural way of expressing rubato too) 
8. Singing Subdivisions- enlivens the motion of the air and the vitality and flow of the 

phrasing 
9. Rhythmic Gestures as part of the flow and phrasing. Know them and feel how they are 

a unique part of the lyricism of this  Cantabile Romanza. 
10.  Listen to great vocalists and string players… How do they create line, flow and 

beauty? Listen for overall and for specific elements like, phrasing, vibrato, dynamics, 
colors, lyricism, diction/articulation, bowing/breathing… 

Etude #3 ~ Cantabile Moderna Op. 66, #16 by Kohler, in A Major 
1. Listen to a recording 

1. Amy Porter  
2. Jennifer Keeney 
3. Shauna Kay Thompson (she selected the etudes this year. 

 4. Your favorite other recordings 
 5. Yourself! Record yourself and listen to it. :-) 

2. A major, f# minor, E major scales,F# Major, 3rds and arpeggios & chromatics. Practice 
with a variety of articulations in the style of this etude. 

3. Metronome Motivation, Metronome on 8ths- - Chunking, chunking, chunking! 
4. Intonation, listen & look at tuner and drones. 
5. Practice 16th all tongued, double up, tu ku on each note, to get your double tongue in 
shape and practice even 16ths.  
6. Practice Ha, Ha without your tongue, slur it all, sing & play, Flutter… free  and activate 
your airstream. All this to enliven your air, sound and articulation.  
6. Remember the practice of  
 1. Look and play  
 2. Feel/Sense it and play  
 3. Close eyes and play. It WAKES up our practice, to know we will play a chunk or 
phrase by heart.  
7. Use fermatas, holds on notes, with metronome clicking still, to isolate intonation and 
your best sound. So when you hold a note, check in for sound and body… make a change 
for your best habits and sound.  What is the balance needed of Ease and Energy?        
Choice vs Chance… Make artistic Choices. 
8. Use Metronome Motivation. Create a time line of metronome tempi to have a goal each 
week.  
9. Style and Artistic Choice with each repetition. Don’t just play. Make expressive musical 
choices for doing any repetitions and practice. 


